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Abstract
We find a class of hermitian generalized Jordan triple systems (HGJTSs) and
hermitian (ǫ, δ)-Freudenthal-Kantor triple systems (HFKTSs). We apply one of the
most simple HGJTSs which we find to a field theory, and obtain a typical u(N)
Chern-Simons gauge theory with a fundamental matter.
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Introduction
HGJTSs and HFKTSs [1,2] are generalizations1 of hermitian 3-algebras [6–50], which
have played crucial roles in M-theory. The field theories applied with hermitian 3-algebras
are the Chern-Simons gauge theories with bi-fundamental matters that describe the effec-
tive actions of membranes in M-theory2. Moreover, 3-algebra models of M-theory itself
have been proposed and were studied in [53–60]. Therefore, it is interesting to apply
HGJTSs and HFKTSs to field theories.
In [1, 2], we searched HGJTSs and HFKTSs by adding some terms to the Hermitian
3-algebras. In this paper, we study a class of HGJTSs and HFKTSs systematically. We
apply one of the most simple HGJTSs which we find to a field theory, and obtain a typical
u(N) Chern-Simons gauge theory with a fundamental matter.
Here, we are concerned with algebras and triple systems that are finite or infinite over
a complex number field, unless otherwise specified. This paper is an announcement of
∗e-mail address : kamiya@u-aizu.ac.jp
†e-mail address : msato@cc.hirosaki-u.ac.jp
1 A different generalization, the so-called differential crossed module, was extensively investigated
in [3–5].
2The structures of generalized Jordan triple systems were found in the effective actions of the mem-
branes in [51, 52]
new results, that is first step of our works for hermitian triple systems and applications
to field theories. hence we will give a lot of references [61–75]. We refer to [76–80] for
nonassociative algebras, and to [81–83] for Lie superalgebras, for example.
1 Definitions
In this section, we summarize definitions of HGJTS and HFKTS given in [1, 2].
A triple system U is a vector space over a field F of characteristic 6= 2, 3 with a trilinear
map U⊗U⊗U → U . In this paper, we are concerned with triple systems over the complex
number C, and denote the trilinear product by < xyz >∈ U for x, y, z ∈ U , assuming
that < xyz > is C-linear on x and z, and C-antilinear on y. Also we use the notations of
two operations L(x, y) ∈ End U and K(x, y) ∈ End U with respect to the triple systems
([1], [2]), where L(x, y)z =< xyz > and K(x, y)z =< xzy > −δ < yzx > (δ = ±1).
Definition. A triple system U is said to be a *-(ǫ, δ)-Freudenthal-Kantor triple
system (FKTS) if relations (0)–(iv) are satisfied.
0) U is a Banach space,
i) [L(x, y), L(z, w)] = L(< xyz >,w) + εL(z, < yxw >) (fundamental identity),
where [A,B] = AB − BA, A,B ∈ End U, and ε = ±1,
ii) K(< xyz >,w) +K(z, < xyw >) + δK(x,K(z, w)y) = 0 (second order identity),
iii) < xyz > is a C-linear operator on x and z, and a C-antilinear operator on y,
iv) < xyz > is continuous with respect to a norm, || || that is, there exists
K > 0 such that
|| < xxx > || ≤ K||x||3 for all x ∈ U.
U is called *-generalized Jordan triple system (GJTS) if 0), i), iii), and iv) are satisfied
when ǫ = −1 and δ = −1. The condition ii) is called second order identity and *-
generalized Jordan triple system of second order is (-1, -1) FKTS. Note that there are
many simple Lie algebras (the case of δ = 1) and simple Lie superalgebras (the case of
δ = −1) constructed from (ǫ, δ)-Freudenthal-Kantor triple systems ([4,7,8]) because of the
second order identity.
Furthermore, a *-(ǫ, δ)-FKTS and *-GJTS are said to be hermitian if they satisfy the
following condition.
v) All operators L(x, y) are operators with a hermitian metric
(x, y) = tr L(x, y),
that is, (L(x, y)z, w) = (z, L(y, x)w) and (x, y) = (y, x).
2 A class of HGJTSs and HFKTSs
In this section, we obtain a class of HGJTSs and HFKTSs by making an ansatz < xyz >=
αxy˜z+βzy˜x+ γy¯ ˜¯xz and explicitly evaluating the conditions i) and ii) in the last section.
The hermitian 3-algebra xy˜z − zy˜x is in a special case when α = 1, β = −1, and γ = 0.
By straightforward, but extensive calculations (to be omitted the proof here), we obtain
theorems as follows.
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Theorem A. Let U be a hermitian triple system over complex number C satisfying
the triple product< xyz >= αxy˜z+βzy˜x+γy¯ ˜¯xz for α, β, γ ∈ R (real number), x, y, z ∈ U ,
induced from an associative algebra with an involution x˜y = y˜x˜ and ˜˜x = x.
Then we have a necessary and sufficient condition for U to be a hermitian generalized
Jordan triple system is that the following hold;
γ(α + γ) = 0.
Furthermore, we have for U to have the second order condition ii) is the following
holds;
α = β if δ = 1,
α = −β if δ = −1.
Summarizing, we obtain a class of HGJTSs,
Proposition B. Let U be a set of M(n, n;C) with the triple product defined by
1)< xyz > is a linear combination of xy˜z and zy˜x,
2) < xyz > is a linear combination of xy˜z − y¯ ˜¯xz and zy˜x,
where x˜ = x¯T , ¯ is the conjugation of C, and xT is the transpose of x. Then U are
HGJTSs. The hermitian 3-algebra < xyz >= xy˜z − zy˜x is in a special case of 1). One of
the most simple cases, < xyz >= xy˜z will be applied to a field theory in the next section.
We also obtain a class of HFKTSs,
Proposition C. Let U be a set of M(n, n;C) with the triple product defined by
a) < xyz >= xy˜z + zy˜x,
b) < xyz >= xy˜z + zy˜x− y¯ ˜¯xz,
c) < xyz >= xy˜z − zy˜x,
d) < xyz >= xy˜z − zy˜x+ y¯ ˜¯xz,
where x˜ = x¯T ,¯ is the conjugation of C, and xT is the transpose of x. Then we have
the case of a) and b) are (-1,1)-HFKTSs and the case of c) and d) are (-1,-1)-HFKTSs.
Remark. For the case of nonassociative and nonhermitian algebras, we note
that there is a structureable algebra due to Allison [76] satisfying the triple product
< xyz >= (xy˜)z + (zy˜)x− (zx˜)y and x˜y = y˜x˜, and ˜˜x = x, which is a (-1,1)-Freudenthal-
Kantor triple system also this algebra contains a class of commutative Jordan algebras
and associative algebras.
We call a hermitian (α, β, γ) structureable algebra about the hermitian triple system
induced from a nonassociative algebra satisfying < xyz >= α(xy˜)z + β(zy˜)x + γ(z ˜¯x)y¯.
However, the details will be discussed in other paper.
3 Chern-Simons gauge theory with a fundamental
matter
In this section, we apply one of the most simple HGJTSs to a field theory. We define a
3-bracket, [x, y, z] :=< xyz >.
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We start with
S =
∫
d3xtr(−DµZDµZ
T
+ V (Z)
+ǫµνλ(−
1
2
Aµb¯c∂νAλd¯aT
T d¯
[T c, T
b¯
, T a]
+
1
3
Aµd¯aAνb¯cAλf¯e[T
c, T
b¯
, T a][T f , T
e¯
, T d])), (1)
where
DµZ = ∂µZ − Aµb¯a[T
a, T
b¯
, Z]. (2)
Z and Aµ are matter and gauge fields, respectively. V (Z) is a potential term. This action
is invariant under the transformations generated by the operator L(x, y) − L(y, x). The
action (1) equipped with a Lorentzian Lie 3-algebra and a hermitian 3-algebra describes
the bosonic parts of the effective actions of supermembranes in M-theory. We apply a
HGJTS, [x, y, z] =< xyz >= xy¯Tz in the previous section to this action and see what
kind of field theory we obtain.
The covariant derivative is explicitly written down as
DµZ = ∂µZ − iAµZ, (3)
where Aµ := −iAµb¯aT
aT
T b¯
are hermitian matrices, which generate the u(N) Lie algebra.
In order to see how gauge transformations act on these fields, let us see how L(x, y) −
L(y, x) acts on the coupling between Aµ and Z:
δ(Aµb¯a[T
a, T
b¯
, Z])
= Λd¯cAµb¯a([[T
c, T
d¯
, T a], T
b¯
Z]− [T a, [T d, T
c¯
, T b], Z] + [T a, T
b¯
, [T c, T
d¯
, Z]]
= [iΛ, iAµ]Z + iAµiΛZ
= iΛiAµZ, (4)
where gauge parameters Λ is defined in the same way as Aµ. From this, we obtain gauge
transformations,
δAµ = [iΛ, Aµ]
δZ = iΛZ. (5)
Therefore, Aµ transforms as adjoint representations of u(N), whereas Z transforms as a
fundamental representation of u(N). As a result, the action can be rewritten in a covariant
form and we obtain a typical u(N) Chern-Simons gauge theory with a fundamental matter,
S =
∫
d3xtr(−(∂µZ − iAµZ)(∂µZ − iAµZ)
T
+ V (Z)
+ǫµνλ(
1
2
Aµ∂νAλ +
i
3
AµAνAλ). (6)
4
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